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reviews Barry F (ca) wrote: A
really good movie! I
recommend it. Paul M (us)
wrote: Not bad. Shirley F (mx)
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wrote: If you like sexy men,
then this will be the movie for
you. The actors are excellent.
John P (kr) wrote: The best
comedy i have seen in a long
while. Everyones character is
great. Robert C (fr) wrote:
great movie Brenton R (gb)
wrote: it's a decent movie Mark
B (us) wrote: This film is great
for young people or anyone
who loves to watch movies with
all kinds of people. Trevor B (fr)
wrote: Yeah it is a great movie
Lan C (br) wrote: i really like
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this movie Mark M (ca) wrote:
The story and acting are
excellent. Jerry P (jp) wrote: I
liked this movie but it was also
predictable. Chris S (au) wrote:
Well-acted. Hannah C (gb)
wrote: I really, really liked the
movie! My faves are James
Franco and Sienna Miller. I
thought it was pretty darned
good. I'd say it's pretty good if
you love a great "coming of
age" story, and a study of how
young people find out who they
are through relationships.
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Tansey L (us) wrote: Its great. I
really enjoyed it. I have never
seen a movie from a different
part of the world before. Add
your review How do you rate
this item? 1 star 2 stars 3 stars
4 stars 5 stars Rating * Title *
Review * Rating * Please enter
a title * Please enter your
review How do you rate this
product? 1 star 2 stars 3 stars
4 stars 5 stars *
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ual0000DriverWindows764bitT
he Toyota Supra could be near
the end of its life. Toyota
announced yesterday that it
will build a total of 3,000 sports
cars, that will be sold under the
Toyota 86 nameplate in
Europe. This is a major step for
Toyota as it could herald in the
end of the Supra nameplate
and its impact on the Japanese
carmaker’s performance car
lineup. Mitsubishi has already
discontinued the Outlander
PHEV, leaving the two onlys for
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its performance lineup, the
Lancer and the recently
launched Evo. So, the last
couple of years, it’s been Supra
vs. Lancer vs. Evo for Toyota,
but now it will be Supra vs.
Lancer vs. Toyota 86. All three
cars will be powered by the
same turbocharged 3.0-liter V6
engine, churning out 300hp
and 369 lb-ft of torque. The
new 86 will also be fully rearwheel drive, while the previous
two cars were front-wheel drive
only. This looks to be the first
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front-wheel drive version of the
Supra and it’s likely to be
cheaper and smaller than its
previous iteration. The twin
tailpipe exhausts, found on the
previous Supra, will likely be
replaced by a single one.
Expect the 86 to weigh around
800kg (1,760 lbs.) on the curb
and reach 0-62mph in 4.6
seconds. The Toyota 86 will hit
the market in 2019 with a
£48,590 ($55,850) price tag
and it will be more than
enough to handle the
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competition from the Lancer
and the Evo as well.Q:
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